
What might a graphic novel memoir, now twenty-one years old and about an event twenty-

seven years past, have to offer a teen in 2021?  The pat answer, of course, activates the 

Wayback Machine.  Pedro and Me is a window into the early years of the AIDS epidemic, or a 

window into, if not the infancy, at least the toddlerhood of “reality” media, with author 

Winick bearing personal witness to each theme through his participation in The Real World: 

San Francisco and life-changing bond with roommate Pedro Zamora, an AIDS activist and 

educator who died soon after RW3.  But a pair of back-to-back observations in Deborah 

Stevenson’s Big Picture review suggest other angles as well.  

 “The graphic narrative isn’t a usual one in young people’s trade literature.”  No, 

indeed; in 2000 it was not.  It’s hard to recall the state of comic books and graphic novels two 

decades ago, when schools and even many public libraries were starting to make inroads in 

GN collection development, they often faced pushback from skeptical administrators, and 

there wasn’t all that much cookin’ yet in terms of graphic nonfiction and memoir for kids.  Of 

course, there was Art Spiegelman’s Maus, an adult-targeted work whose availability 

expanded in the early 1990s.  Edgier kids (or those clued into it by edgier siblings, parents, 

and social studies teachers) got a taste of what the GN format could offer for this genre, but 

there wasn’t much like it available—serious, intimate, timely—much less written for them.  

Winick cleared room on the library shelves for the likes of Gene Luen Yang’s Dragon Hoops, 

Paul Dini’s Dark Night: A True Batman Story, and Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home. 

 Do I hear objections?  “Written for them?”  Yang, certainly; Dini, maybe; but Bechdel?  

Hold your fire and let’s circle back to Stevenson’s ensuing remark, “Winick is a natural 

storyteller in this format, however, and he makes excellent use of its flexibility.”  Flexibility 

is the key word here, not only as a descriptor of a format requiring dexterity to slurp up 



narrative and information through complex interplay of words and images, but also as a 

descriptor of GN readership itself.  Plenty of kids “read up” into adult lit, but comics readers 

in general seem particularly resistant to being age-sorted by writers and publishers.  Adult 

comics readers suffer little shame in reading “down” when a title calls to them, and kids and 

teens move easily among multiple age recommendations (including adult works, assuming 

they can lay hands on them at their libraries) at will.  Winick’s Pedro presaged the flexible 

community of GN readers of varying ages who now wander comfortably, picking and 

choosing by topical interest, and artistic preference, and plain curiosity—professional shelf 

curators be damned.  If you’re a grownup who’s read Yang, or a teen who’s read Dini or 

Bechdel, be sure to beam Pedro and Me your thanks.   

- Elizabeth Bush, Reviewer 

 


